The Next Generation of Bowling is Here!
Let us add a little extra fun to your game…
And keep the good times rolling at Sun Valley Lanes!

MAD Games transforms the game of bowling into a unique and unforgettable experience that everyone will be sure to enjoy.
Character Factory Create your own character on the lanes as you bowl. With each ball you get a new crazy feature for your character. Featuring guys and
gals. When you’re done you can even take them home!
Monster Factory Build a crazy monster with your best shots! Your monster takes shape with each ball you throw. All players build their own unique monster
one ball at a time—and can even take him home!
Battle on the Lanes Destroy the castle of the opposing player/team and you win! Play lane vs. lane or team vs. team (on a single lane). The number of pins
knocked down determines the stones thrown and the amount of damage done to the opponents. The skill level can be selected for each bowler before
starting the game; the more expert the bowler, the better they have to bowl to do damage.
Bowlin’ Hood Enter the archery competition, shoot your arrows, score a bull's-eye and become the hero of the kingdom! The "archery" score for each shot
depends on the bowling score and on the bowler level. The skill level can be selected for each bowler before starting the game.

Enhance the “FUN” while competing in a unique Skill Game format which puts a new spin on the game of bowling!
Head Hunter The aim is to hit the head pin without getting a strike. To score, the ball must hit the head pin, and your score will be how many pins you knock
down. If you hit 7, 6, 5 or 4 pins, you get a bonus that converts your score to 10. If you don’t hit the head pin or roll a strike, the score will be zero. You have
one ball per frame. Max score is 100.
Last Pin Standing The aim is to knock down as many pins as you can without hitting the head pin. To get a strike, hit all pins but the head pin with the first
shot! If you hit the head pin with your first shot, the frame is over and your score is zero! If you hit all pins but the head with the second shot, you get a spare.
Max score is 300.
Even Better Bowl an even number of pins, but not a strike. If you knock down an odd number of pins, get a strike or a gutter, the frame score is zero. You
have one shot per frame. Max score is 80.
Odd Duck Bowl an odd number of pins, and avoid a strike! If you knock down an even number of pins, get a strike or a gutter, the frame score is zero. You
have one shot per frame. Max score is 90.
Odds & Evens Based on the “No-Tap” rules with a difference. If you roll an even value your score will be recorded as a strike or spare. If you roll an odd score,
it will remain as it is.
Low Game A game of skill where the system scores in reverse and the winner is the player with the lowest score. Knock down the 7 and the 10 pins only in
each frame for a perfect game. Roll a gutter ball and it will be converted into a strike or spare.

Become part of the game with YouToons! Take a series of different pictures at the LCD console and
YouToons merges your photos into the graphical animations on screen, which turns you and your friends
into hilarious characters in the world of BES X! Choose this environment from Your Lane Your Way!

